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NZQA Assessment Support Material 

 
Unit standard 28058 

Title Read and demonstrate understanding of a range of written texts independently 
(EL) 

Level 3 Credits 5 Version 1 

 

Student guidelines 
 
Introduction 
 
Refer to the unit standard document for the outcome, evidence requirements and grading criteria. 
 

T H I S  U N I T  S T A N D A R D  C A N  B E  A W A R D E D  W I T H  A N  
A C H I E V E D  G R A D E  O N L Y .  
 

This unit standard has one outcome: 
 
Outcome 1: Read and demonstrate understanding of a range of written texts independently (EL) 
 
Range written texts may include but are not limited to – novel, short stories, poetry, article, 

biography, website; 
 minimum of six written texts, one of which is an extended written text, from at least 

three different text types. 

 

Evidence Requirements 

Reading log records the date of reading, title and author or source of each text, and evidence of 
each text having been read and understood is provided. 
 
Range evidence may include but is not limited to responding to links between –  
 text and self, such as personal contexts and prior knowledge; 
 text and world, such as connections with knowledge, experience and ideas. 
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Conditions of assessment 
 
You will complete this work over three terms. 
 
• Reading for this assessment will be completed at home and in class. 
• Reading logs will be completed in class time. 
• You may use an English dictionary, but not an electronic translator. 
• You will be given time to edit your reading log. 
• You must use your own words and not copy directly from any other texts. 
• Read through your reading logs with the checklist and make sure you have completed all of the 

tasks and included all of the required information. 
• Your writing does not need to be perfect but you should try to have as few errors as possible.  

Your assessor needs to be able to understand what you mean. 
 

Learner checklist 

In this assessment task you will need to show you have: 

Chosen at least six texts to read and checked with your assessor that the texts are suitable. 

Read and understood six texts independently. 

Read at least three different types of texts. 

Read at least one extended text. 

Written a reading log in your own words for each text.  Each reading log must have: 

• the date you read the text 

• the title of the text 

• the author or source of the text 

• a brief response for each text. 
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Task 
 
Choose at least six texts to read.  You can choose texts from any subject you are studying or that 
interests you, but you must discuss your choice of text with your assessor. 
 
Your texts must include the following: 
• at least three different types of text e.g. novel, short story, play, poetry, magazine or newspaper 

article, biography, reference book, website. 
• at least one text must be an extended text e.g. a novel. 
 
Complete a reading log for each text that you read.  Your reading log must have the following: 
• the date you read the text 
• the title of the text 
• the author or source of the text 
• a brief response to each text. 
 
You will be asked to write or tell the assessor about some of the texts you have read.  The 
assessor will choose the texts.  You may be asked about any of the following: 
• the topic, content and ideas in the text 
• the characters or participants 
• if you enjoyed the text or found it interesting, and your reasons for this 
• how the text is linked to a topic you are studying. 
 


